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DiamondClean
Eliminates surface stains for whiter
smiles in just one week
Removes up to 7x more plaque than a
manual toothbrush
Includes five modes, glass charger for
home use and portable charging case
with laptop-ready USB

FlexCare Platinum
AdaptiveClean brush head follows the
shape of your teeth and gums for a
deep, gentle clean
Pressure sensor helps optimize your
brushing technique
Multiple intensity and cleaning settings
provide a customized experience
Three-minute Deep Clean mode is
ideal for focusing on trouble spots
UV sanitizer kills germs

Color options:

w/UV sanitizer

w/o UV sanitizer

ask staff

ask staff
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MSRP: $219.99

MSRP: $199.99

MSRP: $179.99

Sonicare For Kids with
Bluetooth®

AirFloss Pro

Connects to coaching app on
smartphone or tablet, making brushing
fun, interactive and educational
Kids earn rewards and parents can
track their progress
98% of parents surveyed said it’s
easier to get their kids to brush longer
and better vs. a toothbrush without
the app

Improves gum health
Removes plaque to help prevent
cavities
Triple-burst technology and a high
performance nozzle
Adds just 60 seconds to your oral care
regimen

Color options:

ask staff

ask staff

MSRP: $49.99

MSRP: $89.99

DiamondClean brush
head

InterCare brush head

Features a stain removal pad
surrounded by diamond-shaped
bristles to target surface stains and
remove plaque
Sonic motion drives fluid deep
between teeth, delivering a more
thorough clean

Tufting technology and extra-long
bristles remove plaque between teeth
and improve gum health
Sonic motion drives fluid deep
between teeth, delivering a more
thorough clean
Available in Standard only

Available in Standard only
2-pack

2-pack
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MSRP: $29.99

MSRP: $29.99
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Sonicare For Kids brush
head
For children 3+
Designed to maximize time spent
brushing, remove plaque and create
better oral care habits
Softer bristles and rubber molding
provide a gentle experience

AirFloss Pro nozzles
Air and liquid micro-droplet
technology powerfully delivers a
gentle clean between teeth and along
the gumline
Helps prevent cavities and keep teeth
clean

Sonic motion delivers a thorough clean
Available in Standard only
2-pack

2-pack
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MSRP: $21.99

MSRP: $8.99

BreathRx Antibacterial
Mouth Rinse

Fluoridex Daily Defense
Toothpaste

Eliminates bacteria
Neutralizes odor with Zytex™
Alcohol-free

Provides maximum professionalstrength fluoride to aid in the
remineralization process
Available in Clean Mint only

16 oz.

ask staff
MSRP: $9.99
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